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Harold Dagget and ILA leaders walk out of Negotiations  

The JOC has just reported that ILA President Harold Daggett and other ILA leaders walked out shortly after the 
start of a scheduled two-day bargaining session of the New York-New Jersey negotiations after the NYSA 
proposed changes in work practices at the ports of NY/NJ. The breakdown in talks between the ILA and the 
New York Shipping Association came less than two weeks after a contract extension that averted a coast wide 
dockworkers’ strike on the weekend before New Year’s Day. 

According to the JOC, NYSA President Joseph Curto confirmed the abrupt halt of the talks but added, “We’re 
hopeful we can still get together before the end of the extension to talk about things important to the Port of 
New York and New Jersey, namely archaic work practices and overstaffing.” 

But the union and employers remain far apart on what appears to be a stickier issue than container royalties 
which was agreed to in principal only 2 weeks ago. The issue is the work rules and staffing levels in the ILA’s 
supplementary local contract covering New York-New Jersey. 

Unlike other ports that hire dockworkers in shifts, New York-New Jersey has a “continuous operation” system 
in which work gangs stay with a ship until its work is completed. The system requires extensive relief staffing, 
including the hiring of gangs with 15 or 16 members when only nine or 10 are working at a time. 

NYSA President Curto was quoted by the JOC as stating “employers aren’t seeking a complete overhaul of 
rules and practices that have existed for decades, but that they want to address practices that hurt the port’s 
competitiveness. “We want to negotiate. We want to bargain,” he said. “I told them we’re not looking to hit a 
grand slam, but we want to start the process. I told the union that there were a number of things we wanted to 
talk about. Apparently there was a reluctance on the part of some to talk about these things.” 

So if you had taken a brief sigh of relief two weeks ago and started shipping All Water to the East Coast or Gulf 
ports once again, you may wish to think twice and revert back to prior contingency plans as it looks like this one 
just won’t be over until it’s over as Yogi Berra once said. 

And as we all have experienced, the west coast ports have been experiencing delays at most terminals due to the 
increased volumes as a result of west coast diversions due to the threat of this strike. We believe this pattern 
will continue if not get worse so please factor in delays to your supply chain timing. Remember, Chinese New 
Year is coming upon us quickly so the mad rush to get goods out of factories prior to could be seriously 
hampered by these developments. Plan accordingly, and let us know if you need our assistance!  
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